
Bavik Premium Pils
Bavik Premium Pils has already many awards on its list of achievements. This can be 
entirely attributed to its traditional brewing process whereby only aroma hops are 
being used, a long and cold maturation process and where pasteurization is out of the 
question.

C’est La Vie - Dry Hopped Tripel - 7.4%
World of Beer and Bavik have partnered to create a collaborative release exclusive to 
World of Beer -- C’est La Vie! The beer is based off of the Petrus Tripel, and then dry 
hopped with Sapphir hops. Made with 100% Belgian grown hops, C’est La Vie! has a 
unique hop character not normally seen with Belgian beer. This beer was made to be 
approachable by the most novice of beer consumers, as well as provide a unique and 
complex experience for the most experienced beer consumer. C’est La Vie! is dry hopped 
with Belgian grown Sapphir hops. It has a bright golden color, a floral hop aroma, and 
since it is dry hopped with Sapphir hops, it has a pronounced floral character with some 
citrus notes.

Petrus Aged Pale
The crown jewel of the Petrus assortment has been elected several times as the best 
wood-aged pale-ale of the world. Its refreshing sour taste is due to the maturation 
process of 18 months in oak wooden barrels. No wonder that this beer has come to life 
in its pure form after a special request of Michael Jackson.

Petrus Aged Red
Petrus Aged Red is the perfect blending of a prize-winning dark beer, a beer aged in oak 
barrels and the taste of sour cherries. The result is an exceptional, complex ruby-red 
jewel which is sweet and sour at the same time.

Petrus Blond Ale
Blond beer of high fermentation. The 100% malt brew gives a full-bodied sweet beer with 
a fresh bitter aftertaste. The typical aromas of the caramel malt and the citrus flavor 
from the hops emerge. Its beautiful bright blond color and soft white foam makes the 
beer a beauty.

Petrus Dubbel Bruin Ale
Brown beer of high fermentation. This dark brown beer is the result of big quantities of 
specialty malts and natural caramel. This is resulting in a full malty beer with a taste 
of bitterness and caramel. The aromas are a mixture of burned malts and sugar syrup. A 
rich brown beer with a cream colored mousse.

Petrus Golden Triple Ale
Bright blond beer of high fermentation. This fine sparkling beer has a mild malt flavor 
with a dry bitter aftertaste. The aroma hop and fruit aromas of the re-fermentation 
provides a refreshing nose. The foam is stimulated by the fine bubbles which are created 

Petrus Oud Bruin
Mixed fermentation beer with a deep dark red color. This beer ages over 18 months in 
oak casks. This is what gives Petrus Original (in Flanders also known as ‘Old Brown’) its 
wine-like, aristocratic taste with a slightly sour character. The relatively low alcohol 
content makes this beer an ideal thirst quencher. the re-fermentation.

Petrus Speciale
Petrus Special is an amber colored high fermentation beer with a typical dry aftertaste. 
Brewed according an ancient recipe with special malts, this beer gives an mild scent 
derived from aroma hops.

Petrus Winter #9 - ABV: 9%
A beautiful medium bodied Belgian brown mixed with deep flavors of cinnamon and 
nutmeg. The contrasting yet complimentary tastes of caramel complete this bold brew. 
Finishes with a slight spiciness that reminds you of warm gingerbread cookies.



“With an external survey and an investigation within the brewery in collaboration 
with many people who’ve been behind our brewery since a long time, we’ve been able 
to distillate our values and turn them into a positive story. This story is 
transformed into our new visual identity of the brewery.” - Albert De Brabandere.

Wittekerke 
Wittekerke White is easy to recognize by the elegant glass it is served in, its sunny colour 
and creamy foam head. The taste is nicely rounded with a well-defined herbal bitterness. 
The late famous beer expert Michael Jackson described Wittekerke as “creamy, aromatic, 
with a clean, teasing, perfumy fruitness and a faintly herbal tartness”.

Wittekerke Winter - ABV: 7.5%
A medium to full bodied winter beverage with a bright holiday spice aroma. Full flavor with 
a smooth mouth feel that finishes slightly dry. Hints of Cinnamon, orange peel & coriander. 

Pilaarbijter Blond - ABV - 7.5%
Very light yellow color. Full fruity taste with a well-balanced hoppy bitterness. Slightly 
spicy. Malty, strong and creamy, full character.

Pilaarbijter Bruin ABV - 6.5%
Burgundy color, slightly cloudy. Oak-like, roasted, Armagnac-like taste. Solid and full.

With a new generation, the 
Bavik Brewery          

chooses for a new name:            

Brouwerij De 
Brabandere 

 “In 2014 the 
brewery celebrates 

its 120th 
birthday.” says 

Ignace De 
Brabandere. “This 

was the ideal 
opportunity to 

review our 
strategy, look up 
our authenticity 
and redefine our 

values.” 


